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ABSTRACT - -1 , 

For examining consistency of pairwise comparison matrix in the All?, 
the paper gives- another method, by means of which we -can find out 
values 'of rcharacteristfe polynomial and its derivative without neceS-
sarily finding out maximun eigenvalue of Matrix. 

AHP is useful in processing and analyzing Soot/1-Economic Systems. 
When we use it, the examination for consistency of pairwise comparison 
matrix: A is needed. So at first we should find out miximum eigenvalue 
AB" of matrix A, then calculate consistency index' Cl=t Aeax-n)/(n=1), 
and seek out the value of RI from the table, where RI is the average 
index of randomly generated weights. Finally if the consistency 
ratio CR=(CI)/(R1) < 0.1, it is believed that consistency of matrix 
A is satisfied. The maximum eigenvalue A max of matrix A is not 
accurate if we use general approximate method. This paper gives 
a rather accurate method for examining consistency of pairwise compari-
son matrix. 

When we consider that n x n pairwise comparison matrix 4Wefp is 
positive reciOrocal matrix in the following discussion, it means 

a ii =1; if iAj, ai =l/a 1 p, j, j = 1, n 

The characteristic polynomial of matrix A is f(A) =1 AT-A1, where 
I is unit matrix. The maximum eigenvalue of matrix A is A mx„ and 
Am =n+0.,1(n1-1)RI. If n 0, then RI ;>0 and Am;xn. 

• 
Theorem I Consistency :af matrix A is satisfied if and only if 

Aeax‘An 4..then n43. 

Proof Consistency of matrix i is satisfied, that is 

CR=CCI)/(RI)=2(A mak-n)/((n-1)RI] < 0.1.v

T“i is h ax;Cn+0.1(n-1)11I= An. 

Lemna 1 If A>)eax f(A) > 0 And ft( Amax) ›.,P 

Proof Since Amax- is maximal zero point of f(A), the continuous 
function f(A)40 when 7 Max a If A —z•SO f(h)--).• +CO . Therefore 
if X>Agiax then ) 7 O. fq Amax )30. In addition, t the 
maximum eigenvalue Amax of positive matrix must not be repeated 
root of characteristic polynomial f(A) ,(See page 140 at reference 
(1)).%fl(heae)404, Overall, P(Aeax)>0.' 3 

Theorem 2' If f(A0): 0, then consistency of!matrix A is not satisfied. 

Proof Given if An ) O. it follows that An S. Amax due to Lemma 
1. and according to Theorem I. it is concluded that consistency 

' of matrix A is not, satisfied. 
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Theorem 3 Given nx n positive reciprocal matrix A (n'2). if f(An), 0 
and f (4)(A0 ) > 0 (lc=1,2, ri 3), consistency of matrix A is satis-
fied. 

Proof ?f(h)=Ihl-h1=1(h-1)I-(A-I)1=(A-1)n-En(it-1)/25(A-1)"

• f(n-2) (A)=(n!f2)[(A-1)2-1], f(n1)(A)=ta(A-1), f
(n)

(A)=W-

(s) 
Also since An> n 7-2, then f(n-2)(A 

(s-I) 
n ): (An) and f (As) are 

all positive. In addition to the given condition of this theorem, 
((In) > 0, f (k )(An ) > 0 (k=1, n), so that 

(1/k!)f (k1(A5)(A-A)5. 0 
k=1 

for Ala n . We know f( sas)=0 as well, .then ji•a..<1.e. Thus It follows 
that Consistency of. matrix A is, satIsfled ,by Theorem I. 

From Theorem 3 and Theorem 2 we have following theorem. 

Theorem 4 Consistency of 3x3 positive, reciprocal matrix A is satisfied 
if, and only if f( Al) > 0, i.e. 

> alff(ale fa)-tal2a23/a13. 

Lemma 2 Give nen positive reciprocal matrix Ai assume flit ) > 0 
for A 7 n, then consistency of matrix A is satisfied if and only 
if -f(A n) 7 0 and f l(Aq).7.0. 

Proof f"(A)>. 0 when ha. n, thus f'(A) is a strictly monotone increasing 
function. We know hoax n (See page 105 at reference[2]), so that 
P(I) fq Amax ) if A > Amax • By Lemma 1 we are aware of f'(' Amax) 
70, consequently, we must have fqh) 7. 0 if A .0 Ames • It follows 
that, if f '1 An ) 6 0, Amain certainly. By virtue of Theorem I, consist-
ency of Matrix A is not satisfied. 11 f (A016.0, from Theorem 2 also 
consistency of matrix A is not satisfied. Thus the necessity of 
condition in the theorem has, been established. 

Now the sufficiency of condition in the theorem will, be proved. 
Since VU)  is a strictly monotone increasing function for A op 
f 1(4) has one zero point at most for.A >n. 

1) Let f '(h) has not zero point when 'A > n. And by Lemma 1 we know 
f'( Ames ) > 0, where Ana, n, it follows that f '(A ) > 0 when 
A n from continuity of POO, this implies that 1(A) is a strictly 
monotone increasing function for A > n. Consequently, If n<An.A.,,,, f(A ) 

[(A.1, )=1). 7 
4 4 

2) f.'-00- has only one zero point As whin An. AndEby virtue of. f '(A) 
>0 when )>y,1,  we haven CA. < Amax . Since fl(h) is a strictly 
monotone increasing function for A >n, so if n <A <Au, ft.)<('(A.)=0; 
if ,X c ) sa; . f '(A)> f .( ho)=0. that is, 'f (A ) is ;a strictly monotone 
increasing function, thus f(A)4. ft A xxx )=0. 

By 1) and 2).' it is impossible that both' f(*) and f' (A ). are positive 
for n < AC Asax . Therefore. if [(AO> 0 and #1 1( )> 0 it"will be 
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Ans.kas, certainly. It follows that consistency of matrix A is satisfied 
by Theorem 1. 

Theorem 5 Consistency of 4x4 positive reciprocal matrix A is satisfied 
if and only if 100)00 and -P(24) 20,i). 

Proof f(A)=IAI-A1=1(1.-1)I-(A-1)1=(A-4)
4
-6(A-1)

2
- afA-4)+c, 

where c=IA-11, 

i ,;" k ()tisk+ xijk xiik=aijaik/aik. 

f"(4)=12[(4-1/2-1], thus if 4,4, f"(A)>0. 
Z 

Through Lemma 2 we have Theorem 5 immediately. 

Theorem 6 Given 5x5 positive reciprocal matrix, assume f"(5)100, then 
consistency of matrix A is satisfied if and only if f(1k5)) 0 and 
fq85)> 0. 

Proof f(04(A-1)1-(A.-1)1=01-4)5-40(4-1)3-difk-4)2+1114kal)-ci

where c1= IA-41 

b is the sum-of five 4x4 principalminars o2 matrix (54) 1 

d - lE (x . 41/x ). x =a a. /a. i,j,k,=2;2,3,4,5 I- igsjsk, ijk ljk ijk i j jk, sk 

It is obvious that fm(A-)=60[(A--I)2 --1], which, implies that f(A) 
is a strictly monotone increasing function, in addition to given 
f"(5) > 0, we have that if A > 5 then in(,11)> ENS)" 0. With. Lemma 
2 we can conclude that Theorem 6 holds. 
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